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POLITICAL FARMERS A THREAT TO
FOOD SECURITY.

A

s Nigeria and other parts of Africa
battle food scarcity and poverty,
attention is drawn to the agricultural
sector. There is a conscious desire to improve
productivity and sales as well as motivate
primary farmers to access low interest loans
and subsidized agro inputs to boost production.
While these initiatives sound laudable, actual
implementation, as with other policies of
government, remains a challenge because of
corruption. From government officials who
manipulate the process for personal gains to
those that divert the subsidized agro inputs,
which they end up reselling at higher rates in
the markets, the primary farmers remain
unimpacted by the so-called government
interventions.
On the Say No Campaign radio program
Dorocorruption on Wazobia FM, Ezenwa
Nwagwu observed that political farmers who
hijacked government's subsidized agro inputs
including lands, without actually farming, are
the major threat to food scarcity. He added that
primary farmers who should be the main
benefactors of government's subsidy and
agricultural policies, often don't feel the impact
of those policies and programs because of
various interest groups in government who
will divert the incentives made available by
government to boost agricultural produce and
motivate real farmers.
Concurring to the above, the national
coordinator of Zero Hunger, Dr Tunde
Arosanyin, faulted the inconsistency in
agricultural policies and implementation by
different administrations, as responsible for the
lack of progress experienced in the sector. He

stressed that every government comes up with
its initiatives and policies that do not necessarily
improve the situation of farmers but provide
avenue for the incumbent leadership to loot
funds and divert resources, all at the expense of
the primary farmers who are the most critical in
the chain of food production and the poorest in
the society.
He advised that if the government is genuine
about ending hunger and poverty, adequate
attention should be given to the Agricultural
sector, workable policies that will span a length
of time should be initiated and a monitoring
mechanism be set in place to ensure farmers
access the interventions provided and remove
bureaucracies that feed corruption among
officials in the sector.
Edu Ogbonnaya, an Agricultural expert, also
implored government to make the sector
attractive for young graduates whose energy
and education is relevant to the development of
the sector. He urged the Nigerian youth to
consider farming as a lucrative enterprise,
stressing that a lot of potentials untapped, exist
in the sector.

Political farmers, a threat to food security
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Stakeholders delibera on at Say No Campaign Policy
dialogue: Dr Henry Ewunonu (NMA), Idayat Hassan (CDD)
Rafsanjani Auwal Musa (ED, CISLAC), Azuka Ogugua (ICPC)

SAY NO CAMPAIGN POLICY DIALOGUE
ON STATE OF THE NATION:
Security: State policing is not the answer, many state leaders are irresponsible, FG to fix the security architecture
and ensure effective deployment of resources
- Rafsanjani, Gaskia
Anticorruption: Judiciary should complement the fight, ensure swift convictions and sterner Sanction
- Prof. Odekunle
Health: Fully implement the National Health Act and reconstitute the Medical and Dental Council of Nigeria
to resolve health crisis
- NMA tells Minister of Health

“

A

t the Say No Campaign Policy
Dialogue on the state of the nation
held on Tuesday, 5th of June 2018,
participants called for the strengthening of the
existing policing system to perform optimally
and improve the safety of lives and properties
of Nigerians; a full implementation of the
National Health Act and reconstitute the
Medical and Dental Council to provide
leadership in the sector; Sterner punishment
for corruption and a safe, transparent and
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Say No Campaign Policy Dialogue. . .

credible 2019 general election.
The dialogue which was organised by Say No
Campaign Nigeria with support from the
MacArthur Foundation engaged various
stakeholders in the health, anticorruption and
election sector and deliberated on the challenges
of insecurity in the country.
Idayat Hassan of the Centre for Democracy and
Development lamented the upsurge of security
crisis in the country noting that the challenges
of insecurity in Nigeria has persisted because

”
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conflicts were never really resolved completely.
Without a permanent solution to the menace
of the herdsmen/farmers, internally displaced
persons and unemployment, she said the
situation will not improve.
The call for state policing to address some of
the security issues was met with apprehension
as participants opined that the problem is
beyond establishing state police. According to
Rafsanjani, the countr y director of
Transparency International, state policing can
e a s i ly b e p o l i t i c i s e d b e c a u s e o f t h e
irresponsible leadership at the state level, “what
Nigeria need is to fix the faulty security
architecture in the country and address the
inter nal corruption experienced in the
recruitment process, improve financing and
curb bribery of personnel especially at the
Nigerian borders to prevent the influx of

block loopholes that facilitate corruption;
replicate the fight at state and local levels;
appropriate sanction to serve as deterrent and
build citizens' trust; as well as a continuous
sensitization to encourage citizen ownership of
the fight.
Commending Justice Adebukola Banjoko for her
exemplary judgement against the former
Taraba State governor, Jolly Nyame, to
completely refund all monies diverted and serve
a jail term of 14 years with no option of fine,
Prof. Odekunle of PACAC urged the judiciary
to compliment the anticorruption fight by
convicting and ensuring sterner sanction on the
guilty, adding that corruption is worse than
terrorism hence severe sanction should be
considered.
He also advocated for a reformation of the
reward system to combat inequality that fuels

Ezenwa Nwagwu, Convener Say No Campaign

Kole She ma, Country Director, MacAurthur
Founda on.

illegal arms and ammunition.”
Jaiye Gaskia, a co convener of Say No
Campaign, also added that the federal
government should harmonize the different
security outfit in the country for effective
deployment of resources and to avoid
duplicating roles.
Ad d ressi n g the an ti cor r u pti on f i ght,
participants advocated for a continuous
corruption risk assessment to identify and

corrupt practices among Nigerians. Idayat
Hassan added that there is a need to rebuild the
broken-down value system and institutionalize
social norms.
Participants also called for a full implementation
of the National Health Act of Nigeria.
According to the representative of the Nigeria
Medical Association, Henry Ewunonu, the crisis
in the health sector is not entirely lack of
harmony, but a shabby implementation of the
Say No Campaign Policy Dialogue. . .
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National Health Act, which he said if fully
implemented will resolve the crisis currently
experienced in the sector.
He also called for the reconstitution of the
Medical and Dental Council of Nigeria who ab
initio had provided leadership in the sector. He
noted that with the dissolution of the council
and subsequently handing over of leadership to
the 14 different professional unions in the
sector, chaos is certain because of the different
interests that exist. Hence, there is a need to
reconstitute the Council to harmonize needs
and resolve conflicts within the sector to avoid
escalation and incessant industrial actions.
Recommendations were also made to ensure a
transparent and credible general elections in
2019. Participants urged the officials of the
Independent National Electoral Commission

(INEC) to intensify citizen sensitization on the
use of PVC, voting and transmission and work
out modalities to deal with the challenges of
void votes; vote buying and selling; and the
brandishing of party branded wares at the
polling stations.
Addressing the forum earlier, the country
director of MacArthur Foundation, Dr. Kole
Shettima, commended Say No Campaign for
creating an opportunity that will provide
specific recommendations that bring solutions
to the myriad of problems faced in the country
and urged participants to engage issues
productively, avoid the temptation to dwell on
complaints, but rather acknowledge the
successes Nigeria has recorded and deliberate
ways of improving what has not been done well.

USE SOCIAL MEDIA TO PRESSURIZE YOUR
LEADERS TO DELIVER - Hamza Code

T

he Executive Director of

Connected Development, Hamza
Lawal, on DoroCorruption radio
program, urged citizens to be deliberate in
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Use Social media to pressurize. . .

demanding accountability from public officials,
get budget information, monitor and track its
implementation using modern technological
devices and petition non-perfor ming
representatives including governors, stressing
that citizens have a stake in the finances of the
country because they pay tax, hence, they must
use every means available to ensure a judicious
use of taxes paid.
While speaking with Ezenwa Nwagwu of Say
No Campaign, Hamza lamented that the
lackadaisical attitude of citizens towards
government spending is responsible for the
impunity behind the gross diversion of funds by
public officials experienced across institutions t
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of government in the country. Commending
Say No Campaign for the wave of awareness on
the need for citizens to demand accountability
from public office holders, Hamza insisted that
citizens need to deploy technology with its
social media features to monitor budget
implementations by taking real pictures of
projects undertaken or abandoned and through
hashtags expose the many lies, diversions and
corrupt conducts of public officials.
He noted that his organization, Connected
Development, has used this medium to achieve
some level of success through its project called
#FollowTheMoney which has being able to
call attention to abandoned projects and
diver ted funds in r ur al communities;
unexecuted projects for which monies were
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released; mobilized citizens actions against
erring institutions and individuals to hold them
accountable. Likewise, he advised Nigerians to
use the same to start and maintain advocacy
against corrupt practices.
Ezenwa Nwagwu also urged listeners to
organise themselves at their community level to
engage their representatives and public officials
on poor service delivery and use social media to
mobilize support to hold officials accountable.
Technology he said has made activism easier and
citizens can make a positive impact on the
anticorruption fight by taking a simple picture
of corruption witnessed and posting it on social
media. However, he added that information
shared must be factual.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE CORRUPT TO BE RICH,
JUST BE MODEST - Dr. Otive Igbuzor, Centre LSD
S p e a k i n g o n t h e S ay N o C a m p a i g n ' s
DoroCorruption radio program today on
Wazobia FM, Abuja, the Executive Director of
Centre for Leader ship Str ate g y and
Development (Centre LSD), Otive Igbuzor,
debunked the view that- to be rich, you must be
corrupt. He emphasized that Nigerians should
embrace honesty and modesty and cultivate the
habit of saving or investing to create honest
wealth.

Dr. O ve Igbuzor, Centre LSD

According to him, the society has encouraged
corruption by pressurizing individuals to get
rich by whatever means, through rewarding
honesty with disrespect, and dishonesty with
recognitions and titles. He stressed that the
You don't have to be corrupt to be. . .
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society has gravely degenerated in moral
values, and the lack of punishment for crimes
and corruption has only aggravated the
attraction for corruption.
Dr. Otive therefore urged religious leaders to
reshape the society's norms and values by
deemphasizing sermons of prosperity while
encouraging those of holiness, piety and
righteous. He added that parents must begin to
teach the younger generation to build
character, develop a good relationship with

God and with men and learn to save and invest.
According to him, if Nigerians learn the habit
of saving and investing, with a little financial
intelligence, discipline and plan, we will create
honest wealth without compromising our
values.
He also called on the government to improve the
system to become more transparent and to also
ensure that crimes are punished, and corruption
is sanctioned.

NIGERIANS SHOULD NOT BE TIRED OF
DEMANDING FOR ACCOUNTABILITY

- Adetokunbo Mumuni (SERAP)

T

he importance of citizen
participation in the asset recovery
process, where proceeds of crime are
identified, traced, seized, confiscated and
returned, is once again emphasised by the
Executive director of the Socio-Economic
Rights and Accountability Project (SERAP),
Adetokumbo Mumuni, who insisted that the
anticorruption fight is everybody's business
and citizens have a fundamental role not just in
asset recovery but also in monitoring the
utilization of the recovered loots.
Reacting to the proposed utilization of the
recovered funds by the federal government, the
Executive director of SERAP, on Say No
Campaign radio program, faulted the decision
of the government to handout stipends to the
“poorest of the poor'' in the country.
According to him “I do not believe in
government giving handouts to the citizens;
When looted monies are recovered and the
government decides to share it among citizens,
it raises a lot of suspicions and the possibilities
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of the loot being re-looted. Recovered monies
ought to be channelled to the development of
social infrastructures like in health, education.
They should be expended on projects that
citizens can feel the direct impact.”
He added that government has no means of
determining who constitute the “poorest of the
poor'' that are to benefit from the recovered loot.
However, he urged Nigerians to endeavour to
monitor the process of selection to ensure
equity.

A er a dorocorrup on radio conversa on with the
Execu ve director of SERAP, Adetokunbo Mumuni (second Le )
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While he encouraged CSOs to continue to
question the government and make demands on
the system, he urged that Nigerians should not
relent in making demands on the government
for accountability, stressing that if there are a
few good men who will not hesitate to do so,
there is still hope that the anticorruption fight
will one day, succeed.
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He also enjoined government to encourage
citizen's confidence in the anticorruption fight
by showing sincerity and impartiality in
ensuring accountability and also to document
all recovered looted funds since 1999, for
transparency and public monitoring.

JUSTICE SERVED FOR THE GOOD PEOPLE OF
NIGERIA

Convicted Ex governor of Plateau state,
JOSHUA DARIYE

V

ictory for the anticorruption fight as
the former governor of Taraba State,
Jolly Nyame, has finally been
convicted by a high court of the Federal Capital
Territory to refund monies diverted and serve a
jail term of fourteen (14) years for diverting
N1.64 billion, for which he had stood trial for 11
years.
Say No Campaign congratulate the Economic
and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) for
this remarkable feat and commend the
judiciary, particularly the judge, Justice
Adebukola Banjoko who have stood for justice
and must have dispensed her duties without
fear or favour. This is a step in the right
direction as it sets precedent for other long-

standing court cases of top officials who before
now, would pay their way out of justice. It
remains an indication that the judiciary still
have credible judges committed to ensuring that
the long arm of the law visits the guilty.
The anticorruption fight is predicated upon
equality before the law, therefore Say No
Campaign considers this a major achievement in
the eradication of impunity with which
corruption had thrived.
Say No Campaign celebrates this achievement
and wishes to implore Nigerians to support the
anticorruption fight and be assured that the
wheels of justice though slowly it turns, it
surely grinds exceedingly fine.
It is worthy to note the stringer punishment,

Convicted Ex governor of Taraba state,
JOLLY NYAME
Justice served for the good people of . . .
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with deterrent effect, that had been exerted in
this particular judgement, hence, Say No
Campaign commend Justice Adebukola
Banjoko for it and enjoin other judges to
consider more punitive actions that are
commensurate to the offenses committed in
other to purge the country of corruption.
Say No Campaign further call on the judiciary
to expediate trials of other cases of top officials
and remain resilient in dispensing justice as the
court remains the last hope of the ordinary
Nigerian.
Say No Campaign will like to celebrate more
feat in the anticorruption fight, hence, call on

the anticorruption agencies to proceed with
vigour in investigating grand corruption and
preparing formidable cases that can translate
into more notable convictions.
Finally, Say No Campaign inducts the convicted
ex-governor of Taraba State, Jolly Nyame, into
its corruption Hall of Shame for short changing
Nigeria and the good people of Taraba State.
Say No Campaign is a coalition of civil society
organization committed to the fight against
corrupt, impunity and bad governance while
advocating for transparency, accountability and
justice.

STAKEHOLDERS CONDEMN SEXUAL ABUSE AND
EXPLOITATION OF FEMALE STUDENTS IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, CHARGE MINISTRY OF EDU. TO WAKE UP
- CSACEFA, NACCRAN, NCWS

T

he downright negligent of our basic
and secondary schools is a testament
to how things have degenerated in
the educational sector in Nigeria. As the sector
battles from poor funding to total collapse of
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infrastructure and poor management, the safety
of the young lives in the custody of school
officials, according to TheCable's investigation,
are now constantly been threatened not just by
insurgencies, but by the same school officials and
management who ironically have the mandate to
ensure their wellbeing.
Investigation into the operations of a federal
government girls College by The Cable in
Lantang Plateau state revealed certain
obscenity perpetrated against the female
students. From the allegations of school
officials pimping students for five thousand
naira to men outside of the school environment,
to the unsecured female hostels and the absence
of clean drinking water, safe food and hygiene.
Reacting to the details of the report on SayNo
Campaign dorocorruption radio program on
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wazobia FM, Nigerians called for the
sanitization of the sector, specifically for
effective monitoring of school management;
investigation and adequate sanctioning of
corrupt school officials; and an end to
exploitation and extortion of students and
parents by school teachers and officials.
To ensure the above, parents, according to the
representative of Civil Society Action

Coalition on Education For All (CSACEFA),
Adeleke DamienMary, need to wake up to their
responsibility of oversighting school officials
and management, asking relevant questions,
q u e r y i n g m a n ag e m e n t d e c i s i o n s a n d
demanding accountability from erring school
officials and management.
Damien Mary, noted that parents are often
aloof to the predicaments of their children at
school, which is why cases of child abuse and
sexual exploitation go unchallenged. He
implored parents not to take any form of abuse
of their wards casually, but with vigour,
demand swift sanction and justic.
According to Archibong Anderson, the
National Coordinator of National Council of
C h i l d R i g h t s A d vo c at e o f N i g e r i a
(NACCRAN), there is a need for public
sensitization on the Rights of the child. He
stressed that parents, teachers and children
themselves need a proper orientation on the
Child Right Acts, the consequences for its
violation and the need to report violators to the
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appropriate authorities making sure that
appropriate sanction is administered, and justice
is served.
The representative of the National Council of
Women society, Princess Oluwayemisi, also
condemned the predicaments of young
Nigerians in public schools, especially, sexual
exploitation of the younglings by school
officials. She stressed that educating students
and the society on the constituent of child abuse,
its adverse physical, psychological and
emotional implications and the necessity of
reporting the crime, is key to ending the spate of
abuse in public schools around the country. She
noted that parents must not walk away but
report such crimes and ensure it is decisively
dealt with. She therefore urged all stakeholders
to partner in creating awareness on the Child
Right Acts, entrench it in school curriculum and
advocate for its domestication in all states across
the country.
While parents were admonished to become
active participants in the education of their
children, the ministry of education was charged
to wake up to its responsibility of providing a
conducive atmosphere of lear ning for
Nigerians. Beyond prudently managing funds,
the actual wellbeing and hygiene of students
should be prioritized by the leadership of the
sector.

Stakeholders condemn sexual abuse. . .
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SAY NO CAMPAIGN HALL OF SHAME
“ ONCE A THIEF
ALWAYS A THIEF ”
personal interest
Ex Convict & former governor of Delta state,
JAMES IBORI

B

eing a citizen driven campaign that
mobilize Nigerians against corruption
and promote accountability and
justice, Say No Campaign hoists its virtual
corruption Hall of Shame (HoS), to promote
the stigmatization of corruption and dissuade
public tolerance and celebration of corruption
convicts.
Eradicating corruption form Nigeria entails
building societal norms and values that
p r o m o t e g o o d b e h a v i o u r, i n t e g r i t y,
accountability and Justice. Thus, Say No
Campaign Hall of Shame, seek to achieve this
by spotlighting convicted corrupt public
officials; enlightening and instigating public
rejection and labelling of corrupt people as
unworthy of being adopted as role models;
e n c o u r ag i n g s o c i e t a l a c c e p t a n c e a n d
celebration of respectable behaviours.
Say No Campaign inducts into its Hall of
Shame, morally bankrupt men and women, who
out of greed and selfishness used their elective
or non-elective position to short-change the
unassuming and good people of Nigeria, by
diverting public funds meant for public good,
development and improvement of the
conditions of life of Nigerians, for their
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The Say No Campaign HoS considers this
group of people as unworthy of public
recognition, celebration or award, who must
not be featured in public or government
functions, and whose taint legacy must be
preached among the Nigerian youth as
examples of bad leadership responsible for the
impoverishment of the country.
To this end, Say No Campaign recognizes as its
first inductees the former governor of Delta
State, James Ibori, former governor of Taraba
State, Rev. John Jolly Nyame and more recently,
the former governor of Plateau State, Joshua
Dariye, all convicted for theft of state resources.
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HOW THE RECOVERED
$322M LOOTED BY ABACHA,
CAN IMPROVE THE LIVES OF
NIGERIAN CITIZENS.
18,426,408,000

33,545,512,000

19,407,696,000
Improved Educational system

32,382,504,000
Good Road network

13,265,560,000
Healthy pipe borne Water
SOCIAL IMPACT

It is proper for the Federal Government to use the recovered loot in a way
that every citizen will be an equal beneficiary, especially on infrastructural
projects.
Political farmers, a threat to food security
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PHOTO SPLASH

L-R Mrs Gladys and Mr Dapo (representa ves from Health
Reform founda on of Nigeria), Mr. James (Say No Campaign),
Mr Henry (Representa ve from Tracka Ng), and Mcbluetooth
of Wazobia Fm a er a dorocorrupion radio program.

During a radio conversa on on corrup on in the health
sector, with Dr. Henry Egwuonwu (Public health ac vist).

L- R Guests during dorocorrup on radio program;
Dr. Henry Egwunonu (Public Health ac vist),
Mr. Jaye Gaskia (say No campiagn).

Representa ves from ICPC, Na onal Council of Women's
Socie es(NCWS), Na onal Orienta on Agency (NOA),
Interna onal Federa on of Women Lawyer(FIDA),
a er a dorocorrup on radio program.

A semi-aware shot during a dorocorrup on radio
program in Wazobia FM with Willy_wazobia,
M c B l u e t o o t h , M r. J a y e G a s k i a , a n d
Dr. Henry Egwunonu (Public Health ac vist).
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Radio conversa on with guests from FIDA, ICPC,
NOA, NCWS on corrup on in the academic sector.
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